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Language Efforts
Charles Chomette states that I rnlsrep

resented things in my letter of Aug. lE
concerning a universal language. The facts
are these, according to the Encyclopedi.
Britannica.

Since 1818 there have been some nine
efforts to introduce a universal language,
Some made progress, others lasted but a
short while in the minds of their fol-

'lowers. Volapuk, introduced by an Aus.
trian priest. attained a great following
back in the 80s, about equal to Esperanto
today, but \ike all others this fell by the
wayside.

Since then we have had Ro, Ido and
Esperanto along with Interlmgua with
Esperanto having the greatest following.
'But at the international conventions
the followers of Esperanto have found it
very trying to converse with people from
different nations in Esperanto, each na-
tionalitv havinz different nronunciation
01 tne same words. I'HANK SPIVA,
Covina.

Roundup Demanded
Why, in the name of all the innocent

victims of the sex criminals who prey or
girls and women, don't we round up al.
sex offenders and keep them interned, giv,
ing medical treatment to those who can bs
cured and life terms to those that can't?

For the latter, hard, wholesome work
and decent recreational programs would
he a thousand times preferable to the
ugly lives they lead, the sickening crimes
lhey sometimes commit and the eventual
ignominious ends to which they come all
too often. Merely to register them, like
buying licenses for dogs, and then free
them is a silly, costly and dangerous pro-
cedure, L. C. CORBETT,
Los Angeles. •
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